OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES –
« ROSSIGNOL RIDE FREE »

CLAUSE 1: PRESENTATION
SKIS ROSSIGNOL SAS, located at 98 rue Louis Barran, 38430 St Jean de Moirans, France (hereinafter
"ROSSIGNOL"), is organizing a contest « ROSSIGNOL RIDE FREE » that runs from October 20th , 2020
to December 20th, 2020.
The contest consists of a drawing among participants who have registered according to these rules.
The contest is accessible via this link www.rossignol.com/ridefree-contest
The contest is free, and there is no obligation to purchase anything; it is subject to French law. The
contest is not open to the Group Rossignol’s employees.
Anyone who is under age and wishes to participate must have the authorization of their parent or legal
guardian.
CLAUSE 2: DURATION
The contest will be open to participants from October 20th, 2020 to December 20th, 2020, midnight,
French time.
CLAUSE 3: OPERATION OF THE CONTEST
3.1 Registering for the Contest
In order to participate in the contest, the participant must:
- Go to www.rossignol.com/ridefree-contest and register via the form of the contest, as described
hereunder ;
- Play brick breaker made in partnership with KIMPLE
- the participant is automatically registered for the draw on December 21th 2020.

Form of the contest :
E-mail* :
First Name*:
Last Name*:
Birth Date*:
Country*
*mandatory information
□ I read and I accept the contest rules *
□ I want to subscribe to the newsletter from ROSSIGNOL
□ I want to subscribe to the newsletter from Ubisoft
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Each participant has to provide complete information in the form such as email address, first name,
last name, and birthdate, country of residency, city and mark as accepted for the rules of the contest.
All information incorrect, misspelled, not able to be red or incomplete, if the rules box is not check will
automatically erase the application for the contest and will close any chance of winning for this
participant. SKIS ROSSIGNOL is not responsible for any corrupted files, not able to open or notransmissible files.

3.2 Draw
Twenty-five (25) participants will be drawn among the participants.
The score realized during the Brick Breaker will no impact the final drawn.
The draw will be carried out by the company SKIS ROSSIGNOL on December 21th, 2020 via computer
software among the participants registered in the game.
CLAUSE 4: TERMS OF PARTICIPATION IN THE CONTEST
All participants must follow the instructions in Clause 3.1 to participate in the contest and may only
enter once.
An entry form that is incomplete, does not comply with these rules or contains illegible names and
email addresses will be considered invalid. Furthermore, participants’ address for service throughout
the entire contest period shall be the address they previously declared.
ROSSIGNOL reserves the right to modify, postpone or cancel all or part of this contest if it appears that
there has been fraud of any kind, especially electronic fraud, in the course of participation in the
contest or the selection of winners. In such a case, ROSSIGNOL reserves the right to not award prizes
to those responsible for such fraud and/or to take legal action before the competent courts against
anyone who has perpetrated the fraud. Nonetheless, ROSSIGNOL may not be held liable in any way
towards contest participants because of any such fraud that may be committed.
CLAUSE 5: PUBLICATION OF RESULTS
Rossignol will contact each winner directly via email at the valid address indicated at the time of
registration. SKIS ROSSIGNOL will not be held liable for incorrect or non-delivery of email by Internet
access providers.
If the winner do not expressly accept their prize at the latest within 15 (fifteen) days of being contacted
by email and confirm the contact information of the person or persons who will be going on the trip
within this same period, they will be deemed to have declined the prize.
CLAUSE 6: PRIZES
Subject to the provision of Articles 4 and Article 8, each of the twenty-five participants drawn at
random from among all the participants will be awarded a prize corresponding to the following
drawing order :
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The 1st participant drawn will be awarded the following prize 1:
- a pair of BLACKOPS SENDER TI skis, valued at € 749.99, recommended retail price
- an ATELIERS S JACKET ski jacket, worth € 750 recommended retail price
- SKI PANT ski pants worth € 485 recommended retail price
-a pair of ALL TRACK ELITE ski boots worth € 679.99 recommended retail price
- a pair of FREERIDE PRO SAFETY ski poles worth € 79.99 recommended retail price
- an ALTA IMPACT ski helmet worth € 159 recommended retail price
- a MAVERICK HP SONAR ski goggles worth € 139 recommended retail price
- an OPSIDE ski backpack valued at € 99.99 recommended retail price
- a Ubisoft RIDERS REPUBLIC video game worth € 69.99 recommended retail price

The 2nd participant drawn will be awarded the following prize 2:
- a DEPART FR ski jacket worth 560 € recommended retail price
- RELAX ski pants worth € 200 recommended retail price
- an ALTA IMPACT ski helmet valued at € 159.99 recommended retail price
- a MAVERICK HP SONAR ski goggles worth € 139 recommended retail price
- an OPSIDE ski backpack worth € 99.99 recommended retail price
- a Ubisoft RIDERS REPUBLIC video game worth € 69.99 recommended retail price

The 3rd participant drawn will be awarded the following prize 3:
- an EXCES RF ANORAK ski jacket worth € 460 recommended retail price
- RELAX PANT ski pants worth € 200 recommended retail price
- a MAVERICK HP SONAR ski goggles worth € 139.99 recommended retail price
- an ALTA IMPACT HELMET ski helmet valued at € 159.99 recommended retail price
- an OPSIDE ski backpack worth € 99.99 recommended retail price
- a Ubisoft RIDERS REPUBLIC video game worth € 69.99 recommended retail price
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The 4th participant drawn will be awarded the following prize 4:
- an EXCES RF ANORAK ski jacket worth € 460 recommended retail price
- a MAVERICK HP SONAR ski goggles worth € 139.99 recommended retail price
- a pair of APRES SKI shoes worth 150 € recommended retail price
- an OPSIDE ski backpack worth € 99.99 recommended retail price
- a Ubisoft RIDERS REPUBLIC video game worth € 69.99 recommended retail price

The 5th participant drawn will be awarded the following prize 5:
- a NEON OPS cap worth € 50 recommended retail price
- a MAVERICK HP SONAR ski goggles worth € 139.99 recommended retail price
- an OPSIDE ski bag worth € 99.99 recommended retail price
- a Ubisoft RIDERS REPUBLIC video game worth € 69.99 recommended retail price

The 6th to 25th participants drawn will each be awarded the following prize 6:
- A Rossignol gift voucher worth € 100 to spend on Rossignol.com valid only on the RIDE FREE /
FREERIDE collection. Code to be used between 12/22/2020 and 02/28/2021.
Valid on products of the following categories:
(https://www.rossignol.com/rossignol-alpine-ski/rossignol-alpine-ski-skis-equipment/rossignol-alpine-ski-skisequipment-freeride-skis.html
or https://www.rossignol.com/rossignol-alpine-ski/alpine-ski-boots/free-touring-skiboots.html or on following SKUS : RLJMJ11 200,RLJMJ11 803,RLJMJ11 9BJ,RLJMP07 200,RLJMP07 803,RLJMJ57
803,RLJML05 9BJ,RLJMJ13 803,RLJMJ13 9BJ,RLJWJ06 337,RLJWJ09 100,RLJWJ10 337,RLJMJ02 9BJ,RLJMP03
9BJ,RLJMP03 803,RLJMY04 9BJ,RLJWJ12 9BI,RLJMG01 964,RLJMG01 280,RLJMJ85 803,RLJMG01 200,RLJMJ35
226,RLJMJ42
803,RLIWH03U 1000TU,RLIWH03U 2000TU,RLIWH03U 7480TU,RLIWH03U 7400TU,RLIWH03U
2800TU,RLIWH03U 3450TU,RLIWH03U 3710TU,RLJWJ82 337,RLJWP15 362,RLJWP15 337)

The winner will be responsible for all applicable duties and taxes. ROSSIGNOL will not accept any
exchange, transfer or cash award in lieu of prizes. In the event of unavailability, a prize of equivalent
or higher value will be awarded.
ROSSIGNOL reserves the right to make changes to the prizes awarded for this contest without the need
to provide any justification for this, and no claims may be made against it as long as it offers winners
another prize of equal or greater value.
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Winners may not ask for their prize to be exchanged or replaced or ask for any consideration in cash
for any reason whatsoever.
The value indicated for the prize(s) described above corresponds to the manufacturer's suggested
retail price, all taxes included, currently in effect or estimated, on the date that these rules were
written; it is provided for information purposes only, and may vary.
ROSSIGNOL may not be held liable in the event that changes to the way the contest is run are made
due to force majeure events or exceptional circumstances, even if ROSSIGNOL is obliged to halt,
postpone, or simply cancel the contest.
Prizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 offer equivalent items from the men's collection to the women's collection. Each
winner shall communicate a choice regarding the collection to SKIS ROSSIGNOL when making contact
in order to receive it.

CLAUSE 7: AWARD OF PRIZES
The prizes will be sent by post or any other transport company to the winner's home address no later
than ninety (90) days after the end of the game. The organizers cannot be held responsible for the
wrong or not routing of mail and consignment by post or any other transport company.
CLAUSE 8: ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONTEST RULES
The simple fact of participating in this contest implies the participant’s complete acceptance of
these rules.
ROSSIGNOL reserves the right to cut short, prolong, modify or cancel the contest, if circumstances so
require. ROSSIGNOL may not be held liable in such an event. The same shall apply in the event of fraud
of any kind whatsoever, especially electronic tampering with the processes for entering the contest or
determining the winners. In such a case, ROSSIGNOL reserves the right not to award the prizes to any
perpetrator of said fraud and to exclude any participant who is suspected of having committed any
fraud, without notice. ROSSIGNOL reserves the right to temporarily or permanently block any person,
in whole or in part, from participating in this contest, if they make changes to the way the contest is
carried out, or if they influence or attempt to influence the administration, security, fairness, integrity,
or proper operation of the contest, without prejudice to its right to pursue legal action against any
such person.
CLAUSE 9: GENERAL INFORMATION
SKIS ROSSIGNOL reminds participants of the nature and limitations of the Internet and declines all
responsibility for the consequences of accessing the Internet via the contest website. Skis Rossignol
will be under no liability in respect of difficulties in downloading, uploading or email delivery, in any
circumstances. More specifically, SKIS ROSSIGNOL will not be liable for any damage or loss whatsoever
caused to entrants, their computer equipment and their stored data, as well as any consequences
affecting their personal or professional activity. In addition, SKIS ROSSIGNOL may not be held liable in
the event that one or more participants are unable to connect to the contest website or participate
in the contest due to any technical failure or any problem related, in particular, to network congestion.
CLAUSE 10: DATA PROTECTION
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Any personal data collected from participants during the game will be digitally processed by SKIS
ROSSIGNOL, in order to :
participate to the game,
- draw the winners
- contact the winners and collect their choice regarding the collection, as the case may be ;
- send to the winners their attributed prize.
This data processing is legally based on the consent of each participant, such consent being given at
the acceptance of the rules of the contest.
If the participant gave his/her express consent to it, SKIS ROSSIGNOL may use the personal data
collected during the game for advertising purposes, especially for sending newsletters and product
information.
If the participant gave his/her express consent to it, SKIS ROSSIGNOL may communicate the personal
data collected during the game to Ubisoft, in order to receive their newsletters and product
information. Regarding the personal data processed by Ubisoft, this latter will act as the data
controller. Any request regarding this data processing shall be sent to Ubisoft. SKIS ROSSIGNOL decline
any responsibility regarding the data processing carried out by UBISOFT.
Based on the legitimate interest of SKIS ROSSIGNOL, some data (such as date of birth or country) will
be processed for statistical purposes in order to improve the services and products of Rossignol Group
brands.
The duration of Personal data retention by SKIS ROSSIGNOL is the following:
- in the context of the game and for statistical needs: for a maximum of 3 years, unless
instructed otherwise by a participant.
- If the participant signs up for the newsletter: for the duration of the registration.
Personal data collected by SKIS ROSSIGNOL are hosted and stored in Europe and will only be
communicated internally to services that need to know it for the purposes described above and thirdparty intervening on behalf of SKIS ROSSIGNOL for the needs of the game (e.g. carrier).
Under no circumstances will SKIS ROSSIGNOL transfer participants' personal data to third parties
without their express consent.
Nevertheless, in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 of April 27th, 2016,
participants have the right to access, to correct, to erase, to limit the processing performed by SKIS
ROSSIGNOL, to ask for portability and to oppose to the processing of their personal data, by contacting
SKIS ROSSIGNOL. Participants may also withdraw at any time their consent for the processing of their
personal data by contacting SKIS ROSSIGNOL at the following address or by writing to:
dpo@rossignol.com
SKIS ROSSIGNOL - Service Communication
98 rue Louis Barran
38430 ST JEAN DE MOIRANS – FRANCE

You have the right to lodge complaints directly with the relevant authority in your country.
See our PRIVACY POLICY
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ECOMMERCE OFFER
Unique voucher code valid for all participants : RIDEFREE10 or RIDEFREE2020 (for Norway and
Sweden NOK and SEK) to enjoy 10% discount from 200€/$/£/CHF or 2000kr NOK/SEK purchase on
the website rossignol.com. Offer available on all the website Rossignol.com but not on discounted
products until 31st January 2021 within the limit of available stocks. Any order places on
Rossignol.com is subject to General Purchase Conditions.
For USA use this unique voucher code: RIDEFREEUS10 to enjoy 10% discount from 200$ purchase
on the website rossignol.com. Valid only on Apparel & Footwear collection and not on discounted
products until 31st January 2021 within the limit of available stocks. Any order places on
Rossignol.com is subject to General Purchase Conditions.
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